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1 INTRODUCTION 

We have decided not to print solutions to assignments because of the time it takes to print and 
to deliver the printed tutorial letters. Hence this tutorial letter will only be available on myUnisa. 
 
The code of the solutions to the programming questions of Assignment 2 is placed under 
Additional Resources of COS2614 on myUnisa. A separate folder is created for each question, 
in which you will find all the relevant files for its solution. Please note that the solutions provided 
on myUnisa are only suggested solutions and are not the best or only solutions. 
 
This tutorial letter contains a short discussion of the solutions to Assignment 2 of COS2614 
made available on myUnisa. Hence, this tutorial letter should be used in conjunction with the 
solutions available on myUnisa. 
 
The marking schedule used for marking Assignment 2 is also available on myUnisa under 
Additional Resources. It is impossible to follow a marking schedule strictly for a programming 
assignment. Hence the given marking schedule should be used only as a rough guideline.  
 

2 TUTORIAL MATTER AVAILABLE SO FAR 

COS2614/101* First tutorial letter 

COS2614/MO001^ Contents of Learning Units on myUnisa 

COS2614/102^ Additional Notes 

COS2614/201^ Discussion of solutions to Assignment 1  

COS2614/202^ Discussion of solutions to Assignment 2 (This tutorial letter) 

 
Please download these tutorial letters from myUnisa. 
*available under Official Study Material on myUnisa 
^available in the folder Tutorial Letters in Additional Resources on myUnisa 
 

3 MARKING OF ASSIGNMENT 2 

Questions 1 to 2 were marked out of 50 marks each. Assignments that contained solutions 
copied from other students’ assignments were penalized heavily. Submissions that didn’t 
compile were also awarded 0 marks.  
 

4 DISCUSSION OF SOLUTIONS TO ASSIGNMENT 2 

4.1 Question 1 
 
The aim of this question is to implement a number of classes based on a given UML class 
diagram and also to make these classes work together to create a solution to the given 
problem. 
 
Some comments on this solution: 

 In this question you were expected to implement a number of classes that were already 
designed. In such a scenario, it is important to follow the specifications as stated in the 
question.  

 When an application involves a number of classes, it is advisable to have separate header 
and cpp files for each class so that it is easier to debug your solution. In other words, do not 
include all class definitions in one header file and the implementations of all their member 
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functions in one cpp file. 

 Another good strategy when developing an application with multiple classes is to decompose 
the problem so that you implement only one class at a time, test it and when you are satisfied 
with the results, implement another class in the project.  

 We had made functions const if they don’t change values of the data members of the 

respective classes.  

 Note how the constructors in all the classes make use of initializer lists. You should use 
initializer lists like these rather than a series of assignment statements to initialize the data 
members of a class as it is shorter, neater and more efficient. 

 Note that pay() is a pure virtual function and hence Payment is an abstract class. 

 The copy constructor of Employee is a bit tricky – see how it is implemented. 

 Note how the EmployeeList class inherits from QList<Employee>. EmployeeList is 

not a parameterized class, but QList is. You were penalized if you included a QList data 

member in the EmployeeList class since the UML diagram indicates an inheritance 

relationship, not composition or aggregation relationships. 

 Note how the concept of polymorphic assignment is demonstrated in the setPayment() 

function, where a pointer of type Payment (input parameter) can point to an instance of its 

concrete subclasses (Hourly, Salary and Commission).  

 You can see polymorphism in action in the function displaySalaries()in main.cpp 

where pay() is invoked on the Payment* which results in the invocation of the respective 

functions implemented in the classes of the object pointed to by Payment*.   

 The main purpose of making EmployeeList a subclass of QList in this question is to show 

you that it is indeed possible to inherit from a Qt class. However, whether this is a good 

design decision, is dependent on the context. In this context, EmployeeList cannot be seen 

as a specialization of QList because it is simply reusing that is already available in QList. 

Here, a better design would be to have a QList as a data member of EmployeeList.  

 
Given below is a sample screen print of the output generated by the program: 
 

 
 
4.2 Question 2 
 
The aim of this question is to implement a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) that makes use 
of signals and slots to realize a simple calculator as stated in the question. 
 
Given below is a screen capture of the GUI produced by the program when executing: 
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4.3 Question 3 
 
The aim of this question is to implement a number of classes based on a given UML class 
diagram and also to make these classes work together to create a solution to the given 
problem. 
 
Some comments on this solution: 

 In this question you were expected to implement a number of classes that were already 
designed. In such a scenario, it is important to follow the specifications as stated in the 
question.  

 When an application involves a number of classes, you are required to have separate header 
and cpp files for each class so that it is easier to debug your solution. In other words, you 
should not include all class definitions in one header file and the implementations of all their 
member functions in one cpp file. 

 A good strategy when developing an application with multiple classes is to decompose the 
problem so that you implement only one class at a time, test it and when you are satisfied 
with the results, implement another class in the project.  

 Bonus is an abstract class and so the class name is denoted in italics. An abstract class has 

at least one abstract (pure virtual) function. calculate() is an abstract function and so it is 

denoted in italics. 

 All the classes except Bonus in the UML class diagram are concrete and therefore you can 

create instances of these classes. 

 Note how the constructors in Bonus, BirthdayBonus, LongServiceBonus and 

PerformaceBonus are implemented using initializer lists. You should use initializer lists like 

these rather than a series of assignment statements to initialize the data members of a class 
as it is shorter, neater and more efficient. 

 In the given solution, it is assumed that months, startDate and performanceBonus in 

BirthdayBonus, LongServiceBonus and PerformanceBonus respectively will be 

initialized to correct values.  

 There is a composition relationship between the BonusList and Bonus classes, so a 

BonusList object is responsible for the deallocation of memory for the Bonus objects in the 

QList container. 

 Ideally BonusList should implement the Big Three programming constructs. However we 

haven’t implemented the copy constructor or the assignment copy constructor as they were 
not indicated in the UML class diagram, and they were never invoked in the given solution. 

 Can you spot polymorphic assignments in this solution? If you are unsure what polymorphic 
assignment is, refer to the audio presentation Polymorphism&PolymorphicAssignment under 
Additional Resources on myUnisa. 
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 Can you spot polymorphism in action in this solution? If you are unsure what polymorphism 
is, refer to the audio presentation Polymorphism&PolymorphicAssignment under Additional 
Resources on myUnisa.  
 

Given below is the screen print of the output generated by the program: 
 

 
 
4.4 Question 4 
 
Ezust Chapter 8, Section 8.2.2.1: Exercise 1  

There is only one stack object, bunch, declared in growBunch(), which is destroyed when the 

function returns. 

Ezust Chapter 8, Section 8.2.2.1: Exercise 2  
Alice does not get deleted since it is not explicitly deleted nor it is assigned a parent object. This 
would result in a memory leak. The operating system may reclaim this memory once the 
program has completed execution. 

Ezust Chapter 8, Section 8.2.2.1: Exercise 3  
Given below is a sample screen print of the output generated by the program: 
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The aim of this exercise is to get familiarized with some of the functions in the QObject class 

for accessing child objects of a parent object. 
 
After completing this exercise you should be able to access all child objects using the 

findChildren() function, access the parent of a given object using the parent() function 

and access the name of a given QObject using objectName(). All these functions are 

defined in the QObject class. 

4.5 Question 5 
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The aim of this exercise is to understand Qt’s child management facility as well as to make use 

of this feature in your programs using the functions in the QObject class. Similar to question 4, 

the member functions of QObject that have been used in this solution are findChildren() 

and parent(). 

 
Some comments on this code: 

 In order to make use of Qt’s child management facility, we have made Contact and 

ContactList subclasses of QObject. Note that only an object of type QObject can be 

used as a parent or a child in the child management facility. 

 ContactList no longer has a QList<Contact> as a data member but rather manages 

Contacts as child objects.  

 Note that for Qt’s child management facility to work properly, the child objects must be 
allocated on the heap. However, the parent object can be a stack or a heap object. If the 
parent is a stack object, when it goes out of scope, it automatically cleans up the memory 
allocated to its child objects. On the other hand, if the parent is a heap object, it must be 

explicitly deleted using delete, which will then result in the automatic clean-up of the 

memory allocated to its child objects. 

 Note that the line delete co; in remove() deletes the Contact pointed to by co, which 

automatically deletes this Contact object from its parent object as well.  

 To utilize Qt’s child management facility properly, we have created all Contacts (see in 

ContactFactory) on the heap. This resulted in changes in the input parameter and return 

types of certain functions in ContactList and ContactFactory. 

 Here the parent object (l1 in main()) is a stack object, which goes out of scope when the 

execution exits the main() function. 

 Please refer to TL201 for an explanation for not implementing operator overloading in this 
solution. 

 
Given below are the sample screen prints of the output generated by the program: 
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4.6 Question 6 
 
Ezust Chapter 8, Section 8.9: Review Question 7  

A list of children of a QObject can be obtained by calling its findChildren() member 

function. This finds and returns all the children (recursively) in the tree below the QObject as a 

QList. 

Ezust Chapter 8, Section 8.9: Review Question 9  

A signal is a special void member function defined in a class definition. It can have a 

parameter list but no function body. It cannot be called but can be emitted by an instance of the 
class. 
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Ezust Chapter 8, Section 8.9: Review Question 10 

A slot is a special void member function that can be connected to a signal. Then when the 

signal is emitted, the slot is called. A slot can also be called as a normal member function. 

Ezust Chapter 8, Section 8.9: Review Question 13 
Information can be transmitted from one object to another by means of arguments of a member 
function. This is also true of signals and slots. In other words, arguments can be supplied to a 
signal when it is emitted, and if the signal is correctly connected to a slot, the information will be 
transmitted to the parameters of the slot. 

4.7 Question 7 
 
The aim of this question is to implement a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) that makes use 
of signals and slots to satisfy the requirements stated in the question. Exercise 1 requires you to 
do the GUI programming manually and Exercise 2 requires you to achieve the same using Qt 
Designer. The focus of these two exercises is simply about designing the Graphical User 
Interface. 
 
Given below are sample screen prints of the output generated by the programs for Exercise 1 
and 2: 

      
 
Note that we have only fulfilled the requirements stated in the question. We did make one or two 
changes to the code provided by Ezust: 
 

 We added a QDoubleSpinBox to the class definition of OrderForm. This was necessary, 

since the user interface given in Figure 9.22 has a double spin box for the unit price. 

 We changed the widget to indicate the total price to a QLineEdit rather than a QSpinBox 

(and made it read-only) since the user should not be able to edit the total. 
 
In Exercise 2, we integrated the user interface using aggregation (a pointer member) and thus 
used delegation for integration. 
 
4.8 Question 8 
 
Ezust Chapter 9, Section 9.11: Review Question 3  

A QLayout is a class whose sole purpose is to arrange other QWidgets or sublayouts. It has 

no visual representation itself. QLayout itself is an abstract class; concrete derivatives are 

QGridLayout, QBoxLayout and their subclasses. 

Ezust Chapter 9, Section 9.11: Review Question 4  

No it can’t. Every time addWidget() is called on a layout, the widget provided as argument is 

added as a child of the widget to which the layout is applied. 
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Ezust Chapter 9, Section 9.11: Review Question 7  
The advantage of listing images in a resource file is that the images can get compiled into the 
executable and then need not be supplied separately. 

Ezust Chapter 9, Section 9.11: Review Question 8  
A spacer is a fixed amount of space that does not stretch, whereas a stretch starts with a 
certain amount of space and expands to gobble up available space. In the case of multiple 
stretches in the same layout, the ratio can be used to determine which stretch expands faster. 
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